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KEGAN'S TWEAK ANIMATION

Kegan Bower-- skinny 17 year old boy

Jack -- 17 year old boy. Kegan and Jack are best buds.

Brelle --- 16 year old girl. Hangs out with the two guys, 
Kegan and Jack.

Mya --- 16 year old girl. Hangs out with her best friend 
Brelle.

Stanley Balfour --- 45 year old newspaper reporter for the 
Beloit Daily News.

Fire chief --- 40 year old fireman.

Step Mother ---30 year old woman.

Mother --- 32 year old woman.

Dad ---40 year old man

Extras ---3 reporters

Female President of the USA

Xyn--Robber ---- alien

Rye--Nolton --- alien



INT- HOUSE- MORNING

Kegan maneuvers his surfboard on the perfect wave before the 
television cameras on shore. 

KEGAN
Crap!

A great white shark's open jaws looms beneath his surfboard. 
He is jerked awake by his cell phone ringing. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
What the ...?

Kegan rolls over getting snarled in the sheets and blankets. 
He fumbles for the cell phone on the table next to his bed. 
He presses the green “receive” button and puts his ear to the 
phone. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
S’up.

JACK
Hey, Kegan, you’ve got to see this. 
It's pretty cool! It's at the 
grocery store parking lot.

KEGAN
What is it?. 

The clock displays 7:03 a.m. The orange sun starts to peek 
into his room. 

JACK
It's a new skate park near you. 

Come on. It's so cool. I called 
some peeps maybe we can have a jam.

KEGAN
Dude, I’m still sore from 
yesterday’s skate.

JACK
What?

KEGAN

Never mind. Okay, Give me half an 
hour and I'll be there. 
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Kegan puts the phone on his dresser and searches for some 
decent clothes. His jeans and shoes usually get thrashed from 
skateboarding. He dresses in a black T-shirt with skulls, and 
a black pair of jeans with lots of pockets and straps. He 
puts his phone on his belt and looks in the body length 
mirror in the hallway. He sprays his hair with a blue tint, 
and picks at a zit on his nose. He feels ready and grabs a 
quick breakfast of his favorite food: cold left over 
spaghetti.  He plays with a three-inch finger skateboard at 
the table while he eats.  His father and step-mom walk into 
the room.

DAD
(Angerly shaking a finger)

I see you broke another skateboard. 
And I’m not talking about the 3 
inch one on the table. 

KEGAN
Yeah, how about you guys get me a 
new one.

DAD
Why don't you ask your mom, she 
gets you everything you ask for 
anyway.

KEGAN
No she doesn't!

DAD AND STEP MOM
Yes she does!

Frazzled, Kegan finishes his breakfast and leaves the house 
grabbing his other newer, but still beat-up skateboard.

EXT. SIDEWALK GOING TO GROCERY STORE -DAY-FALL

The two story houses he passes on the way are painted pastel 
colors and resemble each other. Kegan skates five blocks down 
the road to Woodman's grocery store parking lot. He finally 
arrives without even breathing hard and spots his friends 
already taking advantage of the new Skate Park.  Kegan 
watches as Maya skates up and down a twenty foot high bank. 
Brelle ground the middle of her skateboard on an eight kink 
handrail moving fifteen miles per hour. Then jumps off. Jack 
completes a flip on what looks like the lip of a quarter 
pipe. Kegan approaches the new park with bizarre zigzagged 
ramps and even kinkier rails. Definitely bigger than the one 
at Community Park. Kegan notices an old photographer taking 
pictures of the teens. The man is perched precariously on a 
rail at the outer rim of the area. 
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He is loaded down with three cameras around his neck and has 
pockets that bulge with batteries. Kegan approaches and kicks 
his board into his hand. He puts one thumb into his pocket.

KEGAN
Are you a talent scout?

STANLEY BALFOUR 
No, I work for the Beloit Daily 

Newspaper but one might look at my 
photos. 

The man scratches his short scruffy gray beard, his blue eyes 
crinkling in laughter.

STANLEY BALFOUR (CONT’D)
Do any of you kids know anything 
about this structure? It seems to 
have appeared overnight.

KEGAN
(purses his lips, 
thinking.)

No, I just got here. Hey Jack, were 
you here first?

JACK
Yeah, but I don’t know anything.

Mya looks over and shrugs her shoulders. Brelle continues 
skating like she didn’t hear the question.

KEGAN
Brelle, do you know anything?

BRELLE
Huh?

Brelle is zoning out

KEGAN
(Laughing To Stanley 
Balfour)

I don’t think she knows anything.

The man stays to take a couple more pictures. 

STANLEY BALFOUR
What are your names?

Stanley got his pen and notebook out and took their names 
down.
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KEGAN
I’m Kegan Bower. That’s Jack Silver 
in the red shirt. Over there is 
Brelle O’ Reilly. And last but not 
least is Mya Gonzales.

STANLEY BALFOUR
Thanks. I’ve got to run. I have a 
deadline this morning.

KEGAN
Later.

Stanley walks away and leaves in his green van. Kegan notices 
the photographer forgot a black satchel and waves to get the 
man's attention without success. The other kids notice what 
happened and draw closer to Kegan and the bag. 

BRELLE
It might have a name and address on 
it. 

Brelle wipes sweat off her forehead with her hand. She also 
wears a skullcap. She scratches her head underneath her cap 
and green flakes of tint came off on her fingers.

JACK
Forget that Dude. Let's see what's 

inside. 

Jack breathes heavy.

MYA
We should just leave it alone and 
he'll come back and get it later. 

Mya folds her arms over her chest. Kegan doesn't see a name 
or address on the outside so he decides to unzip it. It has a 
camera with flash attachment, a three inch, long, whistle, 
eight large Snickers candy bars, a small bottle of water, a 
thick paper back book, a strange looking gizmo Kegan never 
saw before. It looks like a cube about eight inches square.  
It is Red and blue and has dials on the sides, which Kegan 
fiddles with. Nothing seems to happen. The photographer's 
name, Stanley Balfour, remained in the bag on a press pass 
along with an address and phone number. Kegan zips up the bag 
and lays it down where he found it. He flips open his cell 
phone. 

KEGAN
I’ll call Stanley’s office. 

Beat
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That’s weird. I have no signal.

He shrugs, folds up the phone, and puts it in his pocket.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
I’ll give it to my ol’ man later. 

Kegan looks at his watch. It says 8:30 a.m.

I’ve got to try this place.

The others are already skating. Enjoying themselves. Kegan 
tries to skate down a ramp. Suddenly the ramp lurches under 
Kegan's feet causing him to lose control over his board and 
land painfully on his sore knees. The site shutters. Kegan 
looks around.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
What’s happening? Let's get out of 
here!

A loud mechanical sound screeches alive. The sides of the 
park start to move upwards.  The kids pop their skateboards 
into their hands and run for what they think might be an exit-
- too late. The floor at the corners have already become 
walls that can not be escaped. Then the walls begin to 
stretch over their heads and the space becomes smaller and 
smaller. The railings and ramps are fitting together like a 
transformer. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
We’re going to be crushed! What the 
hell.

Kegan catches the satchel as it tumbles off the far wall. He 
quickly puts his head through the long strap and places it on 
his shoulder. 

JACK
Let the bag take its chances out 

there. 

Jack points to the enclosed space as it gets smaller and 
smaller. 

BRELLE
Get rid of the sack, man. We don't 
need it if we are going to die.

She tries to pull it off Kegan but he has it on and he is 
leaving it there. Brelle let go. The kids back up into an 
area that Kegan never noticed before. It used to be a ramp. 
They find a small doorway and scurry inside.
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INT. SPACESHIP- AFTERNOON

The sound of walls moving stops and Mya tries the door but 
it refuses to open. She shoves the cap on her head and red 
tinted hair out of her eyes as she looks around. There is a 
jolt.  

KEGAN
It feels like we are gliding. 

They all curse and grab their cell phones.

MYA
I got no signal. 

BRELLE AND JACK
Me either. 

KEGAN
(rolls eyes)

I’m not surprised.

They pocket their phones and listen intently to the sounds 
going on. They hear squeaking and engines whirring. Their 
eyes adjust to the darkness and they peer around.   Inside 
the gray walls, light peeks through just enough to see by.  
Kegan stands up and smacks his head.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Careful, low ceilings. 

Four colored plastic cover that resemble tarps but without 
the grommets are lying on the floor with light coming from 
beneath and a breeze billowing through them drew the kids’ 
attention. Sand particles cover everything on the floor. Mya 
picks up a red “tarp” and looks down inside.

MYA
Looks like a ramp. But around it 

is total blackness. Anyone got a 
flashlight?

KEGAN
No, hmmm wait a minute.

Kegan searches the bag. He pulls out the camera.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
We can use this camera’s flash. 
That’s all we got.

BRELLE
Man, sometimes you can come in 

handy after all.
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The young adults laugh. Mya slaps Kegan on the back.

BRELLE (CONT’D)
Let’s see what’s down there.

Kegan gets the flash to turn on for a couple seconds as he 
points it down a hole.

BRELLE (CONT’D)
Looks like a room.

MYA
Let’s lay on our stomachs on the 
skateboards and go down the ramp.

Jack frantically grabs Kegan.

JACK
No man, we don’t know what’s down 
there. We’re going to die for sure.

MYA
Jack’s right. Let’s stay here.

KEGAN
We have no choice if we want to get 
out of here.

BRELLE
I’m with Kegan. 

JACK
But...I’ll...fine. Then Kegan 
should take the lead. He’s got the 
light.

KEGAN
Fine. Wuss.

Kegan in the lead, they lie on their stomachs and roll down 
a ramp on their skateboards into a room under the tarp. They 
get to the bottom of the ramp. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
These remind me of pockets that are 
lying down.

Suddenly, the room becomes darker.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
WHAT THE...?
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A man in silhouette is carrying a flashlight with a yellow 
beam. The man is aggressively searching for something. Kegan 
jumps off his skateboard and hides behind a wall, which 
abruptly becomes filled with huge bloodshot eyeballs 
protruding and moving around inside sockets. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Holy crap! Eyeballs? And who is 
that? It looks like my pissed off 
ol’ man.

Jack, Brelle, and Mya wander away into the darkness as if 
they don’t see what Kegan sees. Kegan’s three friends go into 
the area of 6 foot tall vertical rectangle, grey, metal, 
boxes and the kids seem to ignore one another.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
(using his camera to light 
the area)

Psst! Hey, where are you going? Get 
back here.  

A smoke from the huge eyes sets off a gag reflex in Kegan he 
almost vomits his spaghetti.  He starts to gasp for air and 
grabs his throat. The satchel zipper comes loose and the bag 
falls open.  The gizmo with the dials on it hits the floor 
causing bottles with blue oblong tablets in it to spill out. 
Kegan picks up a bottle and reads it. He sees the word “Pepto-
Bismol” on the label and quickly pops a tablet into his 
mouth. His hallucinations of the angry guy and the eyeballs 
disappear.

Kegan looks at the pill bottle again. It didn't say “Pepto-
Bismol” it says oxygen tablets. Take every four hours as 
needed. a loud banging noise can be heard in the area. Kegan 
uses his camera light again to light up the area. The 
rectangles are hitting each other as his friends act out 
different scenarios. Kegan continues to light up the area 
using his camera. Kegan watches Jack dancing about, then Jack 
bends down and picks up something, next he smells it and 
smiles. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Jack’s smelling flowers.

Jack offers them to Brelle as he grovels. She is ignoring 
him. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
(Grabs Jack)

Every time you guys walk around, 
the walls hit each other.
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JACK
Huh?

Jack grabs Kegan back and shoves him against a rectangle box. 
The lights turn on over head.

KEGAN
Lights finally. Jack, You guys, 
You can skateboard as long as you 
don't stop. 

JACK
What happens if we stop?

KEGAN
The walls collide. They’re making 
the crashing sounds, haven’t you 
noticed?

Jack shrugs.

Kegan shifts his attention to Mya.  She “swam” on her 
skateboard. Then acts like someone grabs her and forces her 
into a position where her arms and legs became spread eagle. 
Next she screams like she is in pain. A while later she falls 
into a heap to the floor moaning. Brelle skips about holding 
reins in her hands. She pretends to jump over things. Then it 
looks like her steed flies into the sky.  Brelle puts on an 
invisible helmet. 

BRELLE
There's the moon!

Kegan walks over to where he left the bag. He puts everything 
but one pill bottle back and zips it up. He shows Jack.

JACK
(English accent)

Looks like delicious food. May I 
have some?

KEGAN
Help yourself. But you should only 

take one.

JACK
Aw, but I'm hungry. 

Jack pops one into his mouth. Then he’s better and the two 
boys approach Brelle and Mya.

MYA
Don't take any. It's poison.
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She stands on shaky legs.

BRELLE
What does it say on the bottle? 

Looks like it's oxygen. I need 
some. I'm up here on the moon.

Kegan gives one to Brelle, who takes it immediately.

KEGAN
Is that better?

BRELLE
Much. Thanks.

Brelle stops acting weird. The three gather around Mya who 
spits. 

MYA
I won't take any of your filth.

KEGAN
Are you in prison or something? We 
can help you feel better and escape 
from here.

MYA
You are the devil in disguise.

Mya turns her back on them. Jack grabs her arms. He knocks 
her off balance. He pins her down against the floor. Brelle 
grabs Mya’s kicking legs.

BRELLE
She’s not gonna open her mouth you 

know.  

JACK
Just pull down hard on her jaw. 

KEGAN
She'll just spit it out.

MYA
That's riiiiiight. 

Mya struggles some more.

KEGAN
Come on Mya, eat it or you will 

die.  We all did, look at us, we're 
fine.
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At that moment Mya gasps, blacks out, and her clenched fists 
relax.

JACK
Get it in her, now!

Kegan breaks up the capsule and puts it into Mya's mouth.  
she involuntarily swallows.   Mya starts to breathe and the 
color of her face slowly turns back to normal. She looks 
around.   Kegan hands out the pill bottles.

KEGAN
Take them sparingly I don't know 
how long they will last. 

He looks at his watch it says 10 a.m. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Let’s keep looking for a way out.

They walk going down a dark corridor. Kegan continues to use 
the camera to light the way.

Kegan spots something glittering ahead in the camera's flash 
down a corridor coming straight at them. The kids run with 
skateboards in hands leaving a wake of crashing machines 
overhead.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Get on your boards! 

Soon the smashing machines quiet down as they skate along. 
Stefan checks to see if the glittering thing still pursues 
them.

MYA
I think we lost them.

They come to a dead end and a couple clamps from above grab 
their ankles and hoist them upwards. Kegan snags his 
skateboard with one hand. He struggles with the camera that 
is around his neck. The photographer's bag starts to slip off 
but Kegan hangs on to it and keeps it in his armpit. 

JACK
What the?

The girls scream.

KEGAN
I see a light.

Kegan points in the direction.
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When he turns on the flash he sees something glittering 
again. Then the camera goes out. A heavy crystal 
configuration comes close to them. A light in the ceiling 
comes on. Kegan thinks the closest thing the alien resembles 
is an upside down chandelier that looks right side up now. It 
is like a walking Christmas tree. The thing makes squeaking 
sounds.  

KEGAN (CONT’D)
No one make a sound.

BRELLE
It seems to be talking. 

KEGAN
Shhh!

Kegan swings toward the kids holding his finger over his 
lips. The chandelier reaches up with its many crystals and 
flips on something near its head. 

XYN-ROBBER
I see you. What are you doing here?

Beat

KEGAN
Are we still on Earth?

BRELLE
Take us home. I have to baby-sit 
tonight. 

MYA
Me too.

JACK
I’ve nothing better to do. 

Jack crosses his arms over his chest. 

XYN-ROBBER
We have already left your 
atmosphere. We are on a mission and 
can't turn back.”

KEGAN
Let us down.

XYN-ROBBER
Yes, you may be set down. You are 
not one of us.

It shoots a beam of light at the clamps. There is a jolt. 
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MYA
AHH!

Then sets them down gently onto the floor.

KEGAN
Better. Where are we?

BRELLE
Thank you. 

JACK
It's 'bout time.

XYN-ROBBER
I am named Xyn-Robber. You are 

welcome in our vehicle. I can give 
a tour.

Stefan notices it is spewing sand particles out of the lower 
part of itself and floating a few inches off the floor. 

KEGAN
We experienced some 

hallucinations...

XYN-ROBBER
The hallucinations you 

experienced were caused by a gas 
essential to our breathing.

JACK
Can you turn up the oxygen in here?

XYN-ROBBER
No we cannot. We have to survive to 
make it to our planet. Your air is 
in limited supply.

BRELLE
How long will it take to get to 

your planet? Can we get more oxygen 
there?

XYN-ROBBER
Approximately six Earth months and 
yes.

Kegan swallows hard and shifts the weight of the satchel on 
his shoulder.  Kegan unzips the bag and slides his hand 
inside. He feels the cold body of the gizmo and lifts it, 
bringing it out and looking it over. He gets into better 
lighting. He walks between two machines. They pinch him 
because of his weight forcing the pocket floor down.
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KEGAN
This looks like an oxygen-maker 
machine. 

He pointed to an outlet.

This must be an outlet to blow out 
air. If we stay in a room we could 
breathe all the oxygen we needed.

MYA
Maybe but you can’t be 100 percent 
sure.

KEGAN
I can hope, can’t I?

Mya shrugs. Xyn-Robber doesn’t notice their conversation.

XYN-ROBBER
The shape of this ship with a 
pocket shape has been made this way 
for traveling in worm holes.

He is waving around his one arm as he talks.

We have a propulsion room full of 
engines that you must avoid at all 
costs. I reiterate that you must 
not go there. Then we also have...

Kegan takes a picture with the camera. Kegan's friends—paying 
close attention to the alien didn’t notice Kegan getting hit 
in the gut with a beam of light. Kegan watches his hands and 
body disappear. He carries the gizmo and in front of his eyes 
the pocket he is in starts to evaporate too.

KEGAN
I'm... I'm... help!

His friends turn to his aid but it is too late. They try to 
grab him but their hands go right through his body. Kegan 
stands in the dark.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
I smell sulfur feel groggy and 
can’t move.

A black light comes on and he can move about. Kegan looks at 
his watch it says: 10:30 a.m.
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INT. EMPTY GLASS SPHERE ROOM 

Kegan strolls away from the transporter area. 

KEGAN
Brelle, Jack, Mya, Xyn-Robber?

No one answers.

He skateboards around the room and runs across a gigantic 
glass sphere. It stands taller than he is. It’s like a solid 
bubble with rainbows. When he looks inside he sees his 
friends reaching for him as he disappears. They look frozen 
in place. Stefan touches the smooth greasy glass and creates 
a musical sound like from Ben Franklin's armonica. Or liquid 
being stroked on the rim of a glass.   The picture does not 
move. Stefan looks for a switch, lever or button, but finds 
nothing. He skates back to where he thinks the transporter is 
but finds no footprints marking the spot anymore. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Now where is the transporter? Crap
I’m lost. What’s that?

He gasps and skates to a wall where he hides. He searches the 
satchel. He tries the whistle and can get a very high note.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Would that be enough to break 
glass. I might be able to play a 
tune.

He shrugs and tosses it back into the bag. He looks at the 
candy bars. They are obvious. He looks at the book. He weighs 
it in his hand.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
You sure are heavy.

He opens it and finds writing on the edges and diagrams. It 
also has a secret compartment for a semi-automatic handgun. 
He checks to see if it’s loaded.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
It’s loaded.

Kegan puts that into his back pocket. The gizmo he leaves in 
the bag to use later. Kegan sees movement out of the corner 
of his eye. He turns and sees a periwinkle machine the size 
of a bread box vacuuming the dust off the floor as it floats 
above. Kegan notices his breathing is faster so he takes 
another oxygen caplet. 
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KEGAN (CONT’D)
I don’t want to hallucinate again.

He walks back to the big sphere and notices the picture 
changed.  His friends circle and talk to the chandelier. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
What are you saying?

Kegan skates around and finds the exit that is covered up by 
a tarp and he tries to climb the ramp but finds it slick. He 
can't find any purchase. Kegan walks back to where he thinks 
the transporter might be. He tries between a few machines and 
waits to get hit in the gut. Soon the light hits him. 

INT. PROPULSION ROOM

A pocket appears in front of him and he manifests into view. 
He peers around. No one is here. It did not look familiar. 

KEGAN
Propulsion room! Shit! 

The Engines work loudly and the room has no oxygen at all 
that Kegan could detect. He starts to breathe fast in this 
area. He grabs his throat and his eyes become big and scared. 
He backs up to be transported again. 

INT. CONTROL ROOM 

This pocket has eight chandeliers. They crowd the whole room. 
Squeaks fill Kegan's ears to the breaking point. Kegan looks 
at his watch it said: 11:00 a.m. Kegan adjusts the stuff he 
is carrying and accidentally shoots off the gun. He makes a 
hole in his pants pocket, which makes him angry. The sound 
startles the aliens and they stop talking and turn toward 
him. The floor has been made of a type of material which will 
not let a bullet pass through and yet soft enough to absorb 
the blow. The bullet lays on the floor at Kegan's feet. He 
backs up and tries to transport out. One of the crystal 
configurations touches a panel on the wall with a beam of 
light and Kegan can not leave. Kegan didn't know what these 
beings are going to do with him. He swallows hard.

KEGAN
Xyn-Robber? Is that you? Where are 
my friends?

The closest chandelier adjusts something near it's head. 
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RYE-NOLTON
I am Rye-Nolton. What are you doing 
here?

It sounds identical to the first one they met.

KEGAN
My friends and I thought this was 

a skate park and it closed trapping 
us, then you took off.

RYE-NOLTON
How many humans are there?

KEGAN
There's four of us.

RYE-NOLTON
We will send out a search group and 
locate your friends.

KEGAN
Thank you.

Rye-Nolton adjusts something at it's head again. Then reaches 
out to the others and rubs a body part. It sounds like a 
squeaking noise. Then using his one arm, Rye-Nolton pulls 
Kegan out of the transporter. Kegan moves out of the way 
causing the floor to move. Chandeliers collide into each 
other. The protesting squeaks become so loud Kegan covers his 
ears with his hands.  A few chandeliers float into the 
transporter after Rye-Nolton turns it back on. Soon the 
aliens come back with Kegan's friends.

MYA
We thought you were a goner. 

His friends pat Kegan on his back. Brelle cups her hands 
around her mouth and says in Kegan's ear,

BRELLE
We've found an escape pod, thanks 
to Xyn-Robber.

JACK
Right, now all we need is a plan 

to make a break for it. 

Stefan hands around half the candy bars and they drink from 
the bottle of water. Rye-Nolton turns on something at it's 
head again and speaks to the boys. 
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RYE-NOLTON
We can not take you back to Earth 
until our mission is completed, so 
we will ask that you stay in a 
pocket that would keep you out of 
everyone's way.  Therefore, we must 
confiscate your skates.

MYA
What? You must be kidding.

BRELLE
No way.

JACK
It ain't happenin'

Kegan decides to bluff.

KEGAN
We would die without our 

skateboards.

RYE-NOLTON
You will not die. We know the human 
race inside and out and lying is 
one of your weaknesses or in this 
case a strategy. However we need to 
know where you are at all times. 
Taking away your vehicles is the 
best way to do that. If we hear any 
colliding machines we will 
punish... 

Brelle rips the gun out of Kegan's back pocket. 

KEGAN
Hey, you just ripped my pocket.

BRELLE
That’s right. Were going to rip 
these pockets and go back home.

She holds the gun up to Rye-Nolton’s head

BRELLE (CONT’D)
Take us back home or eat lead.

RYE-NOLTON
If you stop us from this mission 
then the Earth is doomed to the 
same fate as our planet.  Do you 
want to go back to a planet that 
will be dead in a few months? 
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Let us proceed so both planets may 
be spared.

A loud creak is heard. The kids all look around. The craft 
teeters and lurches. It shakes and shudders. The walls move 
in and out. A large cross beam falls and lands hard onto a 
Chandelier. It stops floating and just lies there on it's 
side.  The machines sputter and flare. Sparks rise from the 
insides. Then the machines fall into big pieces. Kegan and 
his friends throw themselves to the floor. The Chandeliers 
floating above stayed unharmed.  Rye-Nolton shoots the gun 
out of Brelle's hand with a beam of light.

RYE-NOLTON (CONT’D)
Also you are out numbered.

It burned the gun up so the semi-automatic could not be used 
again. Kegan looked around at the walls.

KEGAN
What's going on?

XYN-ROBBER
It appears our pockets are getting 
ripped.

He looks at Brelle, who looks sorry and shrugs.

Wormholes, debris, and meteor 
storms finally took their toll.

Beams of alien metal fall down and the ship begins to 
collapse inward.

XYN-ROBBER (CONT’D)
If we do not get this craft 
repaired quickly, we will all die 
and the information we have 
gathered will go with us. Can you 
assist us? Do you know how to 
rebuild anything?

KEGAN
I helped my dad repair houses, 
sometimes.

JACK
I took wood working classes.

MYA
I know how to weld. 

Folding her arms over her chest.
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BRELLE
And I’ve helped them all.

She swallows another caplet.

RYE-NOLTON
First we need to scan you for 

items that might endanger us.

Kegan tosses the whistle as far away as possible but it rolls 
back to rest against his foot so he covers it with his 
sneaker.  The aliens search their pockets and the sack, but 
find nothing that will harm them in any way. 

RYE-NOLTON (CONT’D)
Take that material and let's get 
started.

Rye-Nolton points a strand of light onto a beam half laying 
on the floor half leaning against a machine.  

KEGAN
This material has groves like a 
wood jigsaw puzzle. Could it be 
that easy?

It takes about twelve solid hours to get the place back to 
livable quality. It isn't perfect but it is good enough. 
Kegan hands out the remainder of the candy bars and he and 
his friends eat them greedily. They share the last of the 
water between themselves. 

An alarm squeals in the vehicle. Loud squeaks are heard. The 
kids became alarmed.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Do you think our work will hold?

JACK 
Let’s hope.

BRELLE
What do you think is happening?

KEGAN
I don’t know.

Xyn-Robber floated up to them.

XYN-ROBBER
We have been approached by another 
vessel. I need you to go into your 
quarters. And don’t come out until 
we are safe.
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KEGAN
Who is it?

JACK
Are they Klingons?

XYN-ROBBER
They are the enemy. Let me show you 
to your quarters. There is a vacuum 
which you may soil in.  

INT. QUARTERS

The kids go into the pocket.

XYN-ROBBER
Good night.

The door slides into place. There is no door handle or key 
lock. Kegan tries to get out, but fails. 

JACK
Let’s try the gizmo to see how much 
oxygen we can put into the room. 

Kegan got it going and they sat down on the floor. The space 
ship rocks abruptly.

MYA
I wish we could see what was going 
on out there.

BRELLE
Yeah.

JACK
What's our next move, Kegan?

KEGAN
Let's take our chances in an 

escape pod.

The space ship shutters. Brelle gets up to check out the 
gizmo.

BRELLE
This gizmo sure puts out plenty of 
oxygen unless I’m hallucinating 
again.

Kegan comes over and stands next to Brelle.
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KEGAN
Are you thinking what I’m thinking?

Mya comes over. 

MYA
You guys, All this stuff was given 
to us by Stanley.

KEGAN
Yeah, next time I see him I’m going 
to wring his neck. 

JACK
Ya all move out of the air I’m 
trying to breathe.

KEGAN
What do you think Stanley’s trying 
to pull? Do you think he ever came 
up here?

JACK
Naw, this is probably a one time 
thing.

MYA 
Well, how would he even know what 
to supply us with?  Come on. The 
oxygen?

KEGAN 
Yeah, look at the book.

Kegan pulls the book out.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
It’s got notes all through and even 
small pictures.

Jack grabs the book and examines it.

JACK
Hmmm.

MYA
I gotta go to the bathroom.

KEGAN
That is probably what that vacuum 
is for over there.
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MYA
Ewwwww! Brelle block my view from 
the boys. I really gotta go.

The sound of a vacuum is heard. Kegan looks at his watch. It 
is midnight.

BRELLE
I don’t know about you guys, but 
with the so called conflict 
probably going on out there in the 
control room I don’t know how we’re 
supposed to sleep.

KEGAN 
I’m at least going to rest my eyes 
and get plenty of oxygen. 

They all doze off.

Later, a crash is heard on the other side of the door. Kegan 
wakes up and looks at his watch. It’s 5 am.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Someone’s coming.

Everyone wakes up. The kids sit on the floor and put the book 
in the satchel. Rye-Nolton opens the door and floats up to 
them. 

RYE-NOLTON
I want to thank you for your help 
in repairing the craft. We would 
not have gotten done if you were 
not aboard. Our information to save 
both living planets would have been 
lost and our mission in vain. 

JACK
Why can’t you just communicate to 
your people over a radio the 
information you found out and drive 
us back home?

RYE-NOLTON
It is because we do not communicate 
the way you do. We communicate by 
rubbing our Mirgons together. 

KEGAN
I see we haven’t been blown up. 
How’s the ship?
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RYE-NOLTON
We escaped a vulgarity. What 
besides an escape pod, oxygen, or 
food, can I give you?

BRELLE
Do you have any water?

RYE-NOLTON
Yes, we have the best water you 

will ever find. There is a water 
spigot in each compartment.

Rye-Nolton leads the way to the fountain.  The machine is a 
blue color and inside a door panel is a hose. Kegan holds the 
hose but nothing comes out. Rye-Nolton shoots a strand of 
light onto a button and water gushes out. Kegan and his 
friends drink their fill of the refreshing liquid by letting 
their lips run over the stream. Kegan also fills the bottle 
with it.  He watches the stream of liquid flow down a drain.  

KEGAN
This isn't really water. What is 

it?

JACK
Yeah, rocks don't drink. So what do 
you use this for?

RYE-NOLTON
It is for rinsing, shaping, and 
polishing ourselves. 

KEGAN
I can understand that perfectly.

RYE-NOLTON
Also do not call us rocks. Because 
the stones you know are beneath us. 
You must stay out of our way.

KEGAN
Is there any food for humans?

RYE-NOLTON
No. Sorry. We don’t eat. We don’t 
stock food.

MYA
The water is strange. It keeps me 
from being thirsty.

BEAT
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MYA (CONT’D)
And hungry.

RYE-NOLTON
It is water from our planet.

JACK
I could still eat a pizza.

The others nod.

RYE-NOLTON
Now I must ask that you stay out of 
our way as we proceed to our 
planet.

Rye-Nolton took them back to their quarters. The door is left 
open. Rye-Nolton leaves.

JACK
Kegan, what do you know about 
transporters?

KEGAN
Yeah, lets go to the glass sphere. 
That way we can find the escape 
pod. I remember Rye-Nolton turned 
it off and on from here. 

Kegan hops on his skate board and skates to the panel. The 
others follow. Kegan sees a switch that goes up and down. He 
tries to activate it.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
I can’t tell if anything is 
happening when I move it. And I 
also don’t know how to find the 
transporter.

The kids shrug and breathe out in frustration.

Montage

INT.INSIDE QUARTERS

Kegan pulls the book out of the satchel and skims the many 
pages, which have chicken scratching on them. The four kids 
sit down and pass it between themselves. Brelle shrugs and 
hands it back to Mya. 
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INT. CONTROL ROOM

Behind a wall, Kegan blows out a few squeaks and a chandelier 
next to another one turns around and rubs its the other one’s 
Mergons violently. Before long they are having an argument.

Jack follows the aliens around and acts like he’s out of the 
way. He watches the aliens using the transporter. He adds to 
a map where the transporters are.

INT. INSIDE QUARTERS.

Mya and Brelle figure out the chicken scratching. They begin 
to write it down in a small notebook that was in the satchel. 

End of montage

INT. AT WATER COOLER

The kids are getting water to drink. Xyn-Robber floats over 
to them. Jack drinks from the bottle then hands it to Mya.

JACK
Can we be shown the glass sphere 

that Kegan saw?

XYN-ROBBER
Yes, come, follow me.

Xyn-Robber goes to a transporter and squeaks six times into 
it. The kids follow the alien into the transporter. They 
follow single file and each one disappears. When they come 
out Kegan jots down the musical notes he heard. They glide 
and walk to the glass sphere room. Xyn-Robber lets them see 
the sphere.

KEGAN 
So what is this thing anyway?

XYN-ROBBER
It is the transporter controller.

Brelle touches the glass and it plays haunting music. She 
almost pulls back her hand but then she tries it some more. 
Xyn-Robber whistles with it. The picture changes to the 
control room. They see Rye-Nolton working on a computer.

MYA
Beautiful.
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JACK 
So this controller hears your 
whistle even though you are in 
another part of the ship?

XYN-ROBBER
Yes. 

KEGAN
What is the mission to save both 
planets? How will it be done?

XYN-ROBBER
We live in the Andromeda galaxy and 
our universe and yours are going to 
collide. We have figured out how to 
stop this using our more advanced 
science and worm holes.

A loud squeak can be heard as it pierces the silence.

XYN-ROBBER (CONT’D)
I have been notified that I am to 

help with other repairs. I will 
take you back to your pocket where 
you can stay out of our way.

INT. QUARTERS.

Inside the room, Kegan plays with the whistle.

KEGAN
Okay, is this the right sound? 

He plays a tune.

MYA
It’s more like this: Twralla
Twralla lalalala.

Kegan plays that.

MYA (CONT’D)
Yeah like that, but more 
lalalalala.

Kegan adjusts and plays the whistle just right.

JACK
That’s it. I think you got it 
Kegan.

Everyone smiles.
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BRELLE
You guys, we should follow Rye-
Nolton and Xyn-Robber to their 
planet.

JACK
What? Are you crazy? How much 
oxygen do you need? Kegan turn up 
the oxygen in here.

Kegan tries to turn up the oxygen.

KEGAN
It’s all the way up.

MYA
Actually, maybe Brelle is right.

KEGAN
Come on girls. Let’s not be 
retarded. There’s a good chance we 
will make it home.

MYA
How? We can’t drive a ship and we 
will be in suspended animation. I 
hate being cold.

BRELLE
There’s a good chance we won’t make 
it home. Who knows how far we are 
in space.

JACK
We have the book Stanley gave us. 
Have you forgotten about that?

MYA
We are comparing his experience to 
our no experience. Come on. Let’s 
get real. 

KEGAN
Maybe this is a test.

JACK 
Yeah, Like he knows we will make it 
home.

BRELLE
I don’t know, guys.
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KEGAN
Look, it’s a 50 percent chance 
either way.

JACK
Yeah, Let’s go home.

Brelle looked at Mya. They nodded.

BRELLE 
Okay we’ll go home.

KEGAN
What better time than the present. 
Let’s go.

When Kegan and Jack spied the area, there is no crystal 
aliens in the area.

JACK
All clear. Got the whistle Kegan?

KEGAN
Right here.

Kegan holds up the whistle.

JACK
Let’s go.

INT. OUTSIDE QUARTERS

They get to a transporter and blow the whistle. They are all 
transported to the room with the sphere. Kegan rubs his 
fingers on the glass sphere to see what music then squeaks he 
can make. As the alien tongue flies from the instrument the 
pictures of the pockets within change. 

KEGAN
Guys, where is the escape pod 

located?

BRELLE
It's right...

Brelle has her finger ready to point to it as the images 
flash by.

BRELLE (CONT’D)
There... no, go back.

After a while it comes back up.
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BRELLE (CONT’D)
Here it is.

They get into the transporter and come to the room that has 
the extra escape pod. 

MYA
Thanks to fate the alien who got 

killed won't be needing this 
vehicle.

The kids enter and shut the door.  

KEGAN
Lock it. 

Jack locks the hatch. 

MYA
Let’s turn on the oxygen gizmo.

She finds a space for it on the console and turns it on. 
Kegan reaches up and flips a switch over a large bed.

KEGAN
It’s cold air. This looks like how 
we will sleep cryogenically.

BRELLE
Does the book talk about these 
controls?

JACK
Let me see.

He looks at the controls.

JACK (CONT’D)
Looks like the directions do talk 
about the controls here. Looks like 
Stanley was here at one time.

KEGAN
Let's dump their rock food.

They throw different colored rocks out the chute and into 
space. An alarm goes off.

MYA
Oh my god. We just dumped their 
babies.

KEGAN
What?
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BRELLE
She’s right. They don’t eat food. 
Oh my god, we just dumped their 
babies.

JACK
Noooo, it can’t be.

KEGAN
Well we better get out of here. I’m 
not going to go after them.

JACK
Quick, does this ship have the 
special water?

MYA
Yep it does and will probably last 
the journey.

BRELLE
Let's go. 

KEGAN
A tiny armonica. 

Kegan blew his whistle at it.

BRELLE
You did it.

JACK
We are now breaking away from the 
other ship. Think they will follow 
us?

KEGAN
I don’t think they care about us. 
They might be alarmed about their 
babies though.Let me see that book. 
Will it tell us how to go in the 
direction of home?

JACK
The controls are pretty basic. I 
think we will be fine.

KEGAN
Get us through interstellar space 
before they turn around and come 
after us.

MYA
Do something now. Anything.
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BRELLE
Blow the whistle.

Kegan blows the whistle and a rock tune comes out. The ship 
advances quickly away from the other ship. They get lost in 
outerspace. 

KEGAN 
We are now going to spend time 
figuring out the right coordinates 
by reading the book.

The kids all put their heads together. They put in the right 
coordinates. The kids then finally have a little bit of time 
to just look out the windows and talk about home.  Kegan 
looks at the pictures on his camera. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Well, I guess I’m grounded. My 
parents probably are freaking out 
right now.

He passes around the camera. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Try not to erase the shots. I know 

I’ll need them.

BRELLE
So Kegan, after we get home and 
become famous for these excellent 
pictures, why don't we start up a 
Gothic or alternative rock band?

Brelle passes the camera to Mya.

MYA
Yeah, sounds good to me. Those poor 
poor babies.

Mya looks at the shots for a while like searching for 
something. She keeps turning the camera and moving it back 
and forth from her eyes.

JACK
Me too. We have no proof they were 

babies Mya.

Jack snuggles up to Mya. She likes it.

KEGAN
Usually it's the other way around 

about how to get famous but I could 
go for it. 
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They are standing, and one by one began to sit on the 
floor.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
I sure am hungry. And lets not 

describe any food and make it 
worse.

JACK
Yeah, I‘m going to fill up on the 
water.

BRELLE 
Me too.

MYA
Anyone want to read the novel out 
loud for bedtime? 

KEGAN
I can do it. After I fill up on 
water.

They all drink their fill. Then get into the one capsule and 
lie down- a very tight squeeze. 

MYA
You think we will be stiff when we 
wake up?

JACK
Who knows.

KEGAN
The bed is comfortable though.
Hopefully we can move around if we 
need to, so we don't get bedsores. 

The cool air from all around the bed starts to envelop them.

JACK
So is this supposed to cause 

hypothermia?

He starts to shiver.

KEGAN
I think so. I better not get frost 

bite and be disfigured.

The cold changes abruptly and becomes more intense.

The kids are quiet. 
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KEGAN (CONT’D)
I’m too cold to read. 

Kegan drops the book. The kids snore.

Beat

Fade to black.

When Kegan awakens he feels warmer, thirsty and ravenous. He 
forgets where he is until he remembers his friends who are 
sleeping next to him. Brelle bashes him in the face with her 
flailing arm. Kegan gets up and walks to the door. He opens 
the door to the chamber and checks to see what is going on 
near the console. Earth is in view and huge. They are making 
their descent. Kegan quickly wakes up his friends. They seem 
out of it. Kegan notices his hair grew about two feet and he 
has a long beard like his friends. Kegan takes a drink of the 
alien water and watches as they take in the view. They 
started to jump around and cheer.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Not yet guys. Wait until we live 

through the landing.

Kegan feels his toes and then his ears for frostbite.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Do you see any frostbite on me? 

Showing his ears. 

MYA
How old are we now?

BRELLE
Yeah, I wonder what year it is.

Mya moves Stefan's hair aside. As they watch the fire 
consume the craft outside with glimpses of Earth showing 
through.

MYA
No, you don't have any frostbite. 

This is so incredible I can't 
believe we made it back here.

KEGAN
Quick, see if anyone has a signal 
on their cell phones. Call your 
home.

MYA
No one is picking up.
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JACK
Mine too.

BRELLE
I lost my signal.

KEGAN
I’ll call 911.

Beat

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Hello? We are coming down in a 
blaze of glory. We are in the sky 
and we are on fire. Would someone 
please be at the landing when we 
get there? 

FIRE CHIEF
Is this some sort of joke? You can 

be fined if it is.

KEGAN
No, this is not a joke.

Kegan turns to his friends. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
He thinks I might be kidding 
around. 

Kegan tells his friends. Then turns back to the fire chief.

Sir if you would just hold on a 
minute we will get some proof. 
Can't promise anything though. 

Kegan starts searching.

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Let’s find the book. So we can put 
the right coordinates into the 
computer to fly this thing.

He tells his friends.

The kids look for the book but can't find it. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Somehow it’s gone.

JACK
Oh, oh, my mom told me I sleep 
walk. 
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Do you think I might have done it? 
I might have thrown it out in the 
waste receptacle. I also vaguely 
remember traveling through what I 
thought was a worm hole.

The other kids stand there stunned, mouths open.

KEGAN
When you're asleep you don't pay 

attention to the surroundings.

JACK
An alarm was going off. So I woke 

up. Then went back to bed. Was it 
ever cold.

KEGAN
Okay anyone have any ideas for the 

fire chief?

BRELLE
Let's call Stanley Balfour. I think 
you have his number on the press 
pass.

Kegan finds the press pass and gives it to her. She uses her 
cell phone and dials.

BRELLE (CONT’D)
I got him. 

She tells her friends.

Yeah Mr Balfour? My name is Brelle. 
We found your bag you left behind 
at the skate park. If you can help 
us we would give you an 
extraordinary story.

Stanley is driving his convertible down the road as he talks 
on the phone.

STANLEY BALFOUR
I know all about your story. Tell 
the firemen to look in the western 
sky, because that's were I see you 
now. I'm on my way.

Brelle hangs up the phone.
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BRELLE
Stanley is on his way. We have to 
tell the fire chief we are coming 
into the western sky.

Kegan is still talking to the fire chief.

FIRE CHIEF
Where are you going to land?

KEGAN
Hold on...

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Okay, think guys. It may have been 

two years or more that we traveled 
but I remember a lot of the book 
like it was yesterday. 

BRELLE
Here is a map of land masses below 
us. We must be coming in here.

Brelle pointed to the computer screen. Mya rubbed the 
amonica.

MYA
We can zoom in.

KEGAN
That looks like an airport. Chief 
we can land at the Beloit airport.

FIRE CHIEF
I’ll meet you there. 

The chief and Kegan hangs up. Kegan programs the computer to 
go to the coordinates.

KEGAN
There it’s on auto pilot.

MYA
Do you really think we need the 

firemen? I mean, the space shuttle 
lands without them.

KEGAN
We don't have a shuttle.

The kids stand against the windows in anticipation. When it 
starts to turn and travel in a northerly direction. The kids 
cheer.  The airport looms ahead. Kegan's cell phone rings. 
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FIRE CHIEF
The runways are all clear. Do you 
think you can guide it in?

KEGAN
It's on autopilot, sir. It should 
land on it's own. 

FIRE CHIEF
Let's hope so. 

The chief hangs up. Kegan begins to go over the coordinates 
he and his friends put into the computer.

KEGAN
I wonder if I put in the landing?

BRELLE
I thought you did.

Brelle starts to chew on her nails.

MYA
I'm not sure. What should we do? 

Can we reprogram or is it too late?

JACK
I guess we have to wait it out and 

see what happens.

Kegan grabs the bag and checks around for the camera. He 
finds it and puts it inside.

The runway approaches. The craft hits it hard causing the 
kids to be thrown forward into the computer consul. A fire 
starts inside and the kids rush to break free. But the door 
is holding fast. All the kids pushing on the door can't get 
it to open. The smoke becomes intense. Inside the cabin, 
Kegan and his friends clings to the floor. They dial for help 
on their cell phones before they black out. 

Later Kegan finds he is in a hospital gown lying in bed badly 
bruised but okay. He has two oxygen tubes in his nostrils. 
Jack lies next to him in another bed propped up on pillows 
flipping through the channels on the television.

KEGAN
How long I've been out? Owwwww.

Kegan turns with pain onto his left side toward Jack.
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JACK
Just a couple hours. Man, the TV 

reporters want words with us as 
soon as we wake up. How are ya 
doin'?

KEGAN
I'll survive. Did they get our 

stuff out of the ship? Did it blow 
up?

JACK
Yeah, I don’t know if it blew up 

but they said you were clutching 
the black bag like  a baby. They 
also snagged our skateboards, which 
look really bad, dude. 

Jack laughs then grabs his side in pain. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Oops, I told myself I wasn't gonna
laugh.

He tries to stifle one but can't help himself so he laughs 
and grabs his side again. Kegan tries to laugh but found 
soreness on his sides too.

KEGAN
Wow, were we beaten up that bad?

JACK
I guess so.

KEGAN
“How are Brelle and Mya?”

JACK
Oh,Man, we are the only two that 
made it.

Then Jack laughs again.

JACK (CONT’D)
They are doing better than us. Oh, 
there they are now.

In walked Brelle and Mya. They approach Kegan's bed and high 
fived him. Brelle reaches down and presses the nurse’s button 
on the side of the bed. 
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BRELLE
Sorry, but a nurse wanted to know 
when you awoke cause you took your 
time.

She winkes at Kegan.

A beautiful athletic dark-haired woman walks in and smiles at 
Kegan.  

NURSE
How are you feeling?

She takes his blood pressure and temperature. Stefan can't 
keep his eyes off her. She is just his type. 

KEGAN
You know I must have aged a couple 
more years on that spacecraft...

NURSE
(rolls her eyes)

Hmmm. And I bet you’re going to 
tell me all about it.

KEGAN
We were captured at gun point by 
aliens...

NURSE
Now that you are awake you can eat 
and drink. What would you like?

Kegan just stares. Mya waves her hand in front of his face.

KEGAN
Oh, hey, Mya.

MYA
Did you even hear anything I said?

KEGAN
No.

MYA, BRELLE, AND JACK
Get the ravioli. It's delicious.

KEGAN
Okay I’ll have the ravioli.

The nurse leaves to get it. Kegan watches her walk out the 
door.
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Abruptly the door swings open and Stefan's dad, mom and step 
mom rush into his room. They carry balloons, flowers, and 
Stefan's dad brought him a brand new skateboard. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Thanks Dad.

DAD
You know the police and everyone 

was out looking for you for the 
last five years?

STEP MOM
Well, it's not like he had a 

choice. He was kidnapped by aliens.

MOM
I'm just glad you’re back home and 

safe. Now that you're twenty you 
can still live with me until you 
get your own apartment.

KEGAN
Wait, we've been gone for five 
years? And how do you know aliens 
kidnapped us? We didn't tell anyone 
yet.

DAD
That's how many years went by. Did 

you sleep through your ordeal?

KEGAN
Yeah we hibernated to make it back 
here. I’m waiting for the nurse to 
bring me some food.

STEP MOM
Good thing you have the I.V. Then. 

Kegan didn't notice it until just then. He looks at it.

KEGAN
So that's what’s pinching my arm.

The nurse brings him his food. Kegan eats his fill of 
ravioli and feels much better after twenty minutes. 

KEGAN (CONT’D)
Where is the bag I brought with me?
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JACK
They put it into the closet man, 
with the rest of your stuff.

KEGAN
Mom can you please take the 
pictures out of the camera in the 
bag in the closet and have them 
processed for us?

MOM
Sure honey.

She goes to the closet and digs around. She finds the camera 
and unloads the SD card.

MOM (CONT’D)
Okay, I’ll go have it processed. I 
can’t wait to see what you’ve got 
pictures of.

KEGAN
It was from the space ship. 
Hopefully they turn out.

MOM
Okay back in a bit.

KEGAN
Mom?

MOM
Yes?

KEGAN
Please don’t show anyone.

MOM
Okay. Bye.

She leaves.

STEP MOM
Are you ready to see reporters? 

They want to know what happened to 
you and your friends but they only 
need to speak to a representative. 
Brelle, Mya and Jack all think that 
it should be you. 

KEGAN
I don't have a speech prepared.
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STEP MOM
Just field questions.

KEGAN
I want to take a shower. Where can 

I find my clothes?

STEP MOM
Here, we brought you a set you can 

wear. 

Kegann's step mom pulls out a black shirt with skulls on it 
and a black pair of jeans, plus socks and shoes. When Kegan 
is ready, he gets into the wheelchair with Stanley’s bag on 
his lap. His mom comes back and hands him the pictures. 
Kegan’s friends follow quietly behind. Stanley almost gets 
run over.

KEGAN
Oh, Stanley, Watch out! Sorry about 
that. Here is your bag.

STANLEY BOFOUR
Kegan, oh thank you. I’ve come to 
take you to see the other 
reporters.

KEGAN
Well here’s your bag we don’t need 
it anymore.

STANLEY BOFOUR
Oh thank you.

He takes the bag and shows the way. They go into a room where 
many cameras flash and reporters yell questions. Kegan tells 
his story and shows pictures. Kegan turns to look as Stanley 
pulls out a note from his bag.

NOTE
Next time, supply your bag with 
more food!

Kegan and Stanley nod at one another and Stanley leaves the 
hospital.
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